Abstract
Motivation
This work focuses on the general notion of autonomy in multi-agent systems. We will initially define an abstract concept of relative and absolute autonomy in the context of a computational agent. We think that the concept of autonomy must be always linked with the context and with the reference to what a given notion is applied. We argue that, to build an open and adaptable multi-agent system, agents must be subjected to constant external influences. These influences must (possibly indirectly) affect and control a given agent's behaviour, and therefore negate the generally accepted requirement of agent's absolute autonomy. That means that restrictions on autonomy imposed by the multi-agent system designer are not only based on the pragmatic needs to limit and manage general complexity of the system. These restrictions come directly from an inherent property of the dynamics of the MAS as a distributed asynchronous computational system. We discuss the concept of computational complexity, evolutionary learning and adaptability [12] . Our results suggest that any closed (or fully autonomous) collection of computational agents would be limited in their ability to learn and adapt to new circumstances. Thus the notion of autonomy should be revisited and used in a clearly specified context. Computational agents must be subjected to direct or indirect external influences to allow continuous learning and adaptation by the system as a whole.
Autonomy in MAS
Generally in multi-agent systems there are two basic attempts and formalisations of the concept of autonomy. The internal and external views. The internal notion applies the above definition of autonomy to the agent itself, and specifies a set of principles or architectural constraints that are claimed for an autonomous operation of a given agent. The external view takes a different approach. It does not prescribe anything about internals of the agent or agent architecture itself. It is rather an assumption that other agents are autonomous in an abstract sense and cannot be controlled/influenced directly. Agent's behaviour cannot be imposed by any other agent, hence the interactions and agents collaboration must take into account various aspects of the assumed participants autonomy. We discuss briefly these two notions below.
Internal autonomy. From a simple engineering perspective the concept of autonomy has been used as one of the distinguishing features between traditional objectoriented and agent-driven systems. See for example discussion in [4, 3] . It is important to note that the notion of autonomy in MAS is often confused with the notion of automatic or independent operation. We want to stress that autonomy does not collapse to a mere independent operation. In complex software systems it is a simple truism that many com-plex inter-dependencies and influences must exist between various computational units. However, there is always an element of choice. Indeterminacy is essential, from the external observer point of view, to be able to talk of autonomous computing. As an example of the internal view of autonomy, consider the work of Luck and d'Inverno [8] , who have postulated that an agent's motivation and the ability to its create own goals is essential for autonomy. Using the Z specification language, they described a three-tiered hierarchy comprising objects, agents, and autonomous agents, where agents are viewed as objects with goals, and autonomous agents are agents with motivations. The ability to create goals according to some internal hidden and changeable agenda/motives is, according to their classification, essential for achieving true autonomy.
External autonomy. In external autonomy, compared to internal autonomy, we can turn the roles around. Instead of concentrating on our own agent and its autonomy, we can insist on the assumption that all entities and agents that our software agent interacts with are autonomous in the abstract sense. How this is achieved, or if it is possible at all, is not our concern. What is important is the fact that no fixed assumptions can be made regarding the interactions, agents, goals delegation, motives, environment, etc. The research community is somewhat divided into two roughly independent groups. One follows a strict internal view of autonomy and proposes ways to enhance and promote autonomy in various agent architectures. The other group has moved away from the strict internal requirements on agents autonomy, towards more open, distributed systems that are driven by interactions, dialogues, negotiations and collaborations of multiple individual participants, which are to be assumed autonomous from the external point of view. The role of autonomy for individual agents thus became an external assumption, rather than architectural requirement. The best discussion on this is presented in the work of Weigand and Dignum [13] . In their work, they have argued that architectural requirements of autonomy on agents are not as important as the expectations of autonomy on behalf of other agents. The agents that a given software agent interacts with must be assumed to be autonomous. Agents must be prepared to deal with other agents autonomy, and participate and collaborate with supposedly autonomous participants. This somewhat inverts the original requirements from those that support autonomy directly through elaborated architectures, into those that support features that work with autonomous agents.
Computational autonomy in MAS
Most researchers base the definition of autonomy on two primitives: self-governance and independence (e.g. [5, 2] ). Self-governance refers exclusively to the internals of the agent and its architecture. As we pointed out, this is not necessary in general discussion or in practical agent-oriented software engineering directly. Both notions however seem relevant when trying to formalise the concept of autonomy. One of the attempts to provide comprehensive definition is provided in Carabelea et al. [2] :
An agent X is autonomous with respect to Y for p in the context C, if, in C, its behaviour regarding p is not imposed by Y .
The p in the above definition relates to the object of autonomy, and emphasis is placed on the relational nature of the concept of autonomy. There are however two main problems with the above definition. The first problem lies in the fact that multiple vague concepts are being used: context, property (or autonomy object) p and the notion of imposed. The precise and formal meaning of these terms in the above definition is not clear. Nevertheless, the above definition is useful and conveys the common-sense understanding of the concept of autonomy.
To make the above definition less ambiguous we propose to base the definition on a formal notion of computation. Let us assume computation C to mean the universal Turing machine transformation of input data from the input tape into output data on an output tape (we assume here a two-tape setup, with a read-only input tape and a writeonly output tape). We will denote computation C from input X into output Y as: X C − → Y . Let us assume data D to be a particular mapping of symbols into an input tape for the universal Turing machine. Let us assume that a computational agent A has access to a particular collection of data sources Di ∈ E, where E stands for environment, or context. In other words, agent A is capable of performing universal Turing machine computation on a set of data accessible from its Environment. The data can be represented as sequence of symbols from a particular alphabet, e.g. 0,1. Without any loss of generality, let us assume the following properties:
• data composition:
Data composition and decomposition simply capture the fact that data can be combined or split, without any loss of information. The computational composition ensures that computations do not have any side-effects. Note, that data can be read from or written to by various agents, and there is no distinction for input or output data. During the actual computation, a single data source can only be used as input or output (exclusive or).
Agent A is not autonomous with respect to agent B in the context E s , and Agent B is said to control agent A, if:
If no such agent B exist, than we say, that Agent A is relatively autonomous in the context E s :
(2) The agent A is absolutely autonomous in the context E s , if:
The above model provides the following intuitive interpretations: (1) If Agent A uses a particular subset of its environment E s ∈ E with data sources D i ∈ E s to perform its computation C Es , and there exists an agent B that can output into all of D i sources, we say that agent A is not autonomous in respect to agent B in the context E s . Agent B is said to control agent A. (2) If no such agent B exist, than we say, that Agent A is relatively autonomous in context E s . (3) If there is no set of agents that can collectively output to all of the D i ∈ E s , then we say that agent A is absolutely autonomous in the context of E s .
Based on the above definition we propose the following general autonomy classes in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). The three general classes below are often informally discussed in MAS literature, and these are now straightforward to define formally: (1) User autonomy. Agent A is said to be autonomous with respect to a user, if the user does not provide all the data inputs that control agent A. In such a case, users cannot impose on the agent's behaviour directly; hence, we talk about agent's relative autonomy with respect to the user. (2) Interactions autonomy (social autonomy). Agent A is autonomous socially, if it not only takes its inputs from other agents through interactions, but uses other sources of input at the same time, that are not bound to social interactions (for example, user input). This means that agents cannot simply impose any goals or behaviour directly on other agents, because interactions are not enough to "drive" agent's computations. (3) Organisational autonomy (norm autonomy). Organisational and institutional norms modelled as data sources cannot be used to impose a behaviour of agents directly. Agents use various data-sources that influence their behaviour and computational choices.
Some authors, in particular [2] , postulate also a notion of environmental autonomy. In our definition of computational agents, the environment encompasses all the possible input data sources for a given agent: user input, other agents, static data, norms, and any other. Therefore, there is no possibility of an agent to perform any other computational mapping than E input → E output . An agent is, by definition, just a computational function from the input environment, to the output environment. The concept of environmental autonomy, in our setup, does not make sense. To discuss environmental autonomy one would need to establish a partitioning of E into sub-environments, one exclusively called environment, and other subsets labelled differently. We believe that the partitioning of E into such disjoint classes is questionable in a general sense, although it might be useful for certain aspects of MAS, namely user interactions, social interactions and organisational interactions. If we model a closed system, where all data sources are in some way dependent upon agents' interactions and computations, then each single agent cannot be absolutely autonomous. To have a meaningful concept of absolute autonomy we have to deal with open systems, where some of the data sources are beyond the scope of the MAS itself 1 .
Evolvable Virtual Machines (EVM)
There has been research conducted regarding autonomous asynchronously-interacting computations pursued in diverse areas of theoretical computer science. Certain properties investigated in those settings have been found to be invariant and shared between different complex systems. Our original desire was to integrate the recent advances from various fields onto a single coherent theoretical model, together with an experimental computational framework which could be used for practical investigations on massively parallel computational framework. Originally designed as an artificial evolution modelling tool [12] , the EVM architecture is a model for autonomously interacting, evolving, complex and hierarchically organised software system. The EVM architecture stems from recent advances in evolutionary biology and utilises notions such as specialisation, symbiogenesis [10] , and exaptation [6] . From the computational perspective it is a massively distributed asynchronous collection of interactive agents that utilises computational reflection. The EVM framework has been used for multi-task learning and meta-learning. Hence computational reflection and reification, on one hand, provide compact and expressive way to deal with complex computations, and on the other hand, provide ways of expanding a computations on a given level via the meta-levels and meta-computations.
Symbiogenesis researchers argue that symbiosis and cooperation are primary sources of biological variation, and that acquisition and accumulation of random mutations alone is not sufficient to develop high levels of complexity [9, 10] . Other opponents of the traditional biological gradualism suggest that evolutionary change may happen in different ways, most notably through exaptation [6] , i.e. a process whereby a structure evolved for one purpose that has come to be used for another, unrelated purpose (or function).
The EVM architecture follows the biological models of: symbiogenesis, exaptation and specialisation. EVM allows independent computing elements to engage in symbiotic relationships, same as in CHAM, where independent agents are engaged in relationships through reaction rules and the concept of a membrane, that limits interactions only to lo-cal data within a membrane. In the case of EVM the interactions are not only 2-way -they may involve arbitrary number of participants. EVM allows a given agent to specialise in specific tasks, or to evolve towards new, more complex, tasks, similarly to the specialisation principle from biology. EVM also allows agents to be used in different contexts than originally designed for, similar to the exaptation principle.
The EVM architecture can be also seen as a computational model that combines the features of a trial-and-error machine [1] and the multi asynchronously-interacting machines paradigm. The trial-and-error behaviour is achieved through continuous looping of different hypotheses and their re-evaluation until the desired precision of the hypothesis is achieved.
The EVM model is similar to the one of CHAM. There are however some main differences. In CHAM reaction rules are (typically) written between two agents in the solution. In EVM the interactions can happen between more than pair of agents. Also, in CHAM, the reaction rules are written beforehand, and not changed during the abstract machine execution. This is not the case for EVM. In EVM, the initial machines executed can modify the rules. It is beyond the scope of this article to analyse the exact formal equivalence and relationship between these two models -we leave it for future work.
In the following subsection we will present the details of the EVM implementation, and discuss the experimental
Conclusions
In this article we have discussed the notion of autonomy in multi-agent systems. We have reviewed the existing definitions and formalisation attempts. We have proposed our own formalisation based on the notion of universal Turing machines computational agents, with the abstract notion of data sources and data transformations. Based on the assumed notions of computation, the concept of relative and absolute autonomy for a given computational agents have been presented. We compared our definition to existing intuitive definitions in multi-agent literature. We have provided also a comparison of general autonomy classes in MAS, with intuitive and formal notions of autonomy.
Based on the literature review and our own investigations, we have concluded that the autonomy is directly linked with the concept of indeterminacy in a sense of Turingcomputability. In that context, it is easier to understand why autonomy is a subject of continuous restrictions from various angles within MAS community. From one hand, unlimited autonomy makes it extremely hard to design, program and analyse MAS systems. Therefore, restricting autonomy is one way of dealing with the complexities of MAS design. On the other hand, restricting autonomy is an inherently needed property to achieve global coherent behaviour, that may otherwise be unattainable. We have discussed EVMbased experiments which show that only through limiting individual agents autonomy and restricting the freedoms of choice, a more complex computational structures can be achieved. This seems to be an inherent property of any complex systems composed of a large number of autonomously interacting entities. This phenomenon is called enslavement in synergetics [7] .
